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Peter Wise is a physician and medical scientist. He 
worked in hospitals and medical schools in Australia 
and England, generating articles and books for both 
doctors and their patients in his specialty of endocri-
nology. On retirement, he moved to France, where 
he researched and wrote A Matter of Doubt, his fi rst 
biographical novel. 

H
aving failed his baccalaureate yet again, the mortifi ed young 
Claude Bernard leaves boarding school for his family home 
in the vineyards of the Beaujolais. It is at this point that the 

destiny of one of the greatest scientists of the 19th century is 
forged – a man eventually acknowledged as the founder of truly 
valid ‘experimental medicine’. We follow the dizzying ascent of 
a young fi rebrand who so single-mindedly nurtures his seed of 
scientifi c genius. 

An oddball, even if not a misfi t, he initially treads the path of 
pharmacy while secretly moulding a future for himself as a dra-
matist. It is a frank, but well-meaning theatre critic who defl ects 
him towards his ultimate career – medicine.

‘One must always doubt’ wrote Descartes, the famous philoso-
pher. Bernard follows this principle to the letter, and attracts 
more rebukes and attacks than plaudits from those around him. 
He is a compulsive and restless character – so uncomfortable 
in the role of ‘family man’. Through his life, we discover the 
romantisme of France during la belle époque, as well as the 
parallel evolution and revolution of medical science in which he 
played such an important role.

A man with both scientifi c and artistic leanings, Bernard refused 
to separate philosophy from science, art from medicine and ani-
mal from plant biology. Was it his capacity for lateral thought 
that made him one of the greatest researchers 
that France has ever produced?  

It is with considerable talent and commitment 
that Peter Wise has created for us this vibrant 
biography of Claude Bernard – in the form of 
a novel.

the novel of Claude Bernard
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